
FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS

Universal assembly of liquid metal particles in
polymers enables elastic printed circuit board
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An elastic printed circuit board (E-PCB) is a conductive framework used for the facile assembly
of system-level stretchable electronics. E-PCBs require elastic conductors that have high conductivity,
high stretchability, tough adhesion to various components, and imperceptible resistance changes even
under large strain. We present a liquid metal particle network (LMPNet) assembled by applying an
acoustic field to a solid-state insulating liquid metal particle composite as the elastic conductor. The
LMPNet conductor satisfies all the aforementioned requirements and enables the fabrication of a
multilayered high-density E-PCB, in which numerous electronic components are intimately integrated
to create highly stretchable skin electronics. Furthermore, we could generate the LMPNet in various
polymer matrices, including hydrogels, self-healing elastomers, and photoresists, thus showing their
potential for use in soft electronics.

S
tretchable electronics with high stretch-
ability and high toughness are essential
for soft robotics (1, 2), skin electronics
(3, 4), and implantable electronics (5, 6).
Substantial progress has been made in

intrinsically stretchable conductors. High me-
tallic conductivity with rubber-like stretchabil-
ity has been successfully achieved in conductive
polymers (7) and nanocomposites (8–12). How-
ever, certain critical challenges, including the
inevitable change in electrical resistance during
stretching and difficulty in achieving long-term
cyclic stability and strong interfacial bonding
with electronic components, remain. Hence,
an elastic printed circuit board (E-PCB) has
not been realized without structure engineer-
ing (13).
Room-temperature liquid metals (LMs) have

received considerable attention as elastic con-
ductors because of their metallic conductiv-
ity and extreme deformability. Gallium-based
LMs have been studied for elastic conductors
through various approaches, including dis-
persing LM particles (LMPs) in an elastomer
(14, 15), coating LMona porous polymermatrix
(16), mixing LMPs with a solid conductive filler
composite (17, 18), doping LMPs in a polymer
matrix (19), and forming a biphasic LM struc-
ture (20).However, LM-based conductors suffer
from leakage issues under external mechanical
stimuli, which limit their reliability, uniformity,
and stability.

We report a universal synthetic route for
highly conductive and mechanically tough
LMP-based conductors without the LM leakage
issue (Fig. 1). Our LMconductor includes a long-
range assembled network of LMPs (LMPNet)
and a tough elastomeric matrix. The percola-
tion structure and deformation mechanisms of
the LMPNet led to high conductivity, outstand-
ing toughness, and imperceptible resistance
changes under large deformation (Fig. 1C).
The LMPNet is composed of a network of large
LMPs (average size of 2 to 3 mm) as the main
framework and smaller LMPs (average size
of 100 nm, denoted as LMPnano) as network
interconnectors (Fig. 1B and figs. S1 to S3).
When the LMPNet is stretched, themicrometer-
sized LMPs deform into ellipsoidal structures,
whereas the LMPnano interconnectors remain
intact similarly to solid particles (Fig. 1C and
figs. S1 and S2). Thus, particle–particle contacts
could be preserved under large strain, result-
ing in negligible resistance changes under large
strain (>4000%).
The LMPNet could be formed with high uni-

formity and reliability over a large area (fig.
S4). This allowed us to predict the electrical
resistance of the lines and design an E-PCB, in
which various electronic components, includ-
ing integrated circuit (IC) chips, resistors, tran-
sistors, and capacitors are assembled with
tough interfacial adhesion (Fig. 1D).
As illustrated in Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S5,

the formation of the LMPNet in a polymer
matrix was accomplished in two steps: First,
an LMP–polymer composite was formed, and
then the LMPNet formation was induced. To
prepare micrometer-sized LMPs, we applied
an acoustic field to the room-temperature LM
alloy (eutectic gallium indium, EGaIn) (1.35 g)
in acetone (30 ml) at an amplitude of 63.4 mm
(44%) for 20 min, using a probe sonicator in
water. The solvent was decanted after centri-
fugation for 30 min at 2200 rpm. The sedi-

mentedLMPsweremixedwith a thermoplastic
elastomer, polyurethane (PU) dissolved in di-
methylacetamide (DMAc, 200mg/ml), by using
a THINKYmixer for 10 min. Scanning electron
microscopy images and the size distribution
of the LMP samples processed by various acous-
tic field application times are shown in fig. S6.
Thereafter, the LMP–PU ink was printed on
a PU substrate, and the printed lines were
annealed at 80°C for 24 hours to completely
remove the residual solvent (fig. S7).
The as-printed lines are insulating because

of the large interparticle distance of LMPs
in the polymer matrix that is induced by the
electrostatic repulsion of native oxides on
LMPs (21) (Fig. 1B, left). Generally, LMP-based
conductors require an activation (sintering)
step to interconnect the LMPs and achieve
high conductivity. Various activationmethods,
such as external mechanical force application
(14, 15), high-temperature sintering (20), and
laser sintering (22), have been reported. These
methods rupture the native oxide of LMPs and
cause a substantial amount of LM to leak to
other LMPs, thereby forming percolation path-
ways. These methods have limitations in the
reliability, uniformity, and mechanical robust-
ness of circuit lines. During the activation, a
large amount of LM emerges from the surface
of conductive lines and disrupts other lines
(fig. S8).
We devised an alternative method for form-

ing ahighly conductiveLMPassemblednetwork
in the polymermatrix without LM leakage. This
method involves acoustic field application to
as-printed LMP lines. For this, we chose water
as the medium to avoid unwanted damage
to the printed lines or temperature increase.
When an acoustic field was applied for 30 s,
we observed the formation of nanosized LMP
(LMPnano) between the original micrometer-
sized LMPs (Fig. 1B and figs. S1 to S3), re-
sulting in the interconnection of the LMPs
with LMPnano, that is, the formation of the
LMPNet.
We investigated the electrical characteristics

of the LMPNet depending on the LM volume
fraction in the composite. The as-printed LMP
conductor was insulating, even at a high LM
content, and required an acoustic field to form
a conductive LMPNet (Fig. 2A). The conductiv-
ity of the LMPNet increasedwith an increase in
the LM volume fraction in the composite, and
it reached 2.10� 106 S/m at 74.4 vol % of the
LM (Fig. 2A and fig. S9). Considering the vol-
ume fraction of the polymer in the composite
and the electrical conductivity of the pure LM,
the resultant conductivity nearly reached the
theoretical effective conductivity calculated
by using the relationship σ ¼ P

fAσA, where
f is the volume fraction of the conductive ma-
terial and σ is the electrical conductivity of
the conductive component (Fig. 2A and fig.
S10) (23). This result suggests that a nearly
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Fig. 1. Formation of a
liquid metal particle
network in a polymer and
its application for elastic
printed circuit boards.
(A) Schematic of the
formation of liquid metal
nanoparticles (LMPnano)
at the surface of
existing micrometer-sized
liquid metal particles
(LMPs) via acoustic field
application. (B) Scanning
electron microscopy
images of the LMPs and
LMP network (LMPNet)
formed in the polymer,
which reveal that LMPnano
species are formed at the
surface of the original
LMPs. Scale bars, 3 μm.
(C) Schematic illustration
of the formation of a
highly conductive LMPNet
and the distinctive
behavior of the elastic
LMPNet derived from the
differences in the sizes of
the original LMP and
LMPnano, resulting in negligible resistance change during stretching. (D) Schematic illustration of the elastic multilayered printed circuit board based on
the LMPNet and the assembly of integrated stretchable electronics.

Fig. 2. Electrical and
mechanical proper-
ties of LMPNet.
(A) Electrical conduc-
tivity of the LMP–
polymer composite as
a function of the liq-
uid metal content
before and after the
LMPNet formation;
the electrical conduc-
tivity of the LMPNet
reached 2.10 × 106 ±
9.8 × 104 S/m (n = 3,
where n is the number
of samples that are
used to generate sta-
tistical data). (B) Rel-
ative resistance
changes of the LMPNet
under uniaxial strain of
up to 500% (red line,
R/R0 = 1.33), and
theoretical prediction
based on an incom-
pressible spherical conductor [gray dot, R/R0 = (1+ D)2, where D is the applied strain]. (C) Relative resistance changes of the LMPNet line during 15,000 cycles of stretching at
100% strain (top, dark blue) and 8000 cycles of stretching at 300% strain (bottom, pale blue). The insets show a detailed resistance response of the conductor to
the applied strain. (D) Stress–strain curves of the LMP–polymer (gray) and LMPNet–polymer (red) composites. The mechanical strength increased by 160% and the
toughness increased by 190% when the LMPNet was formed. (E) Interfacial adhesion strength of the pure LM and LMPNet on a surface-functionalized substrate. The interfacial adhesion
strength of the LMPNet (596 ± 5.6 J/m2, n = 3, where n is the number of samples that are used to generate statistical data) on the surface-functionalized substrate is more
than 5300% higher than that of the pure LM (11.2 ± 3.2 J/m2, n = 3, where n is the number of samples that are used to generate statistical data). (F) Relative resistance changes of the
LMPNet under external stimuli, Scotch-taping (top), and scratching (bottom), which demonstrate the mechanical and electrical robustness of the LMPNet.
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defect-free percolation pathway was formed
by the assembly of the LMPs in the polymer
matrix. Although the LMPNet is based on a
zero-dimensional particle structure, its elec-
trical conductivity is higher than those of the
previously reported elastic printable conductors
(fig. S11) (7, 9, 10, 16–18, 20). The LMPNet ex-
hibited zero resistance change at 100% strain
(R/Ro = 1.00) and excellent electromechanical
decoupling at 600, 2000, and 4100% strain
(R/Ro = 1.41, 5.18, and 20.8, respectively) (Fig.
2B and fig. S12). It has excellent environmental
stability (phosphate-buffered saline, 16weeks),
thermal stability (fig. S13), and high cyclic sta-
bility (15,000 cycles at 100% strain, 8000 cycles
at 300% strain, and 1200 cycles at 500% strain)
(Fig. 2C and fig. S14). We investigated the
effects of the strain rate and LM volume
fraction on the electromechanical behavior
of the LMPNet conductor. The LMPNet exhib-
its a stable electrical performance during dy-
namic stretching, regardless of the strain rate
(fig. S15) and the LM volume fraction (fig.
S16). We also confirmed its imperceptible

change in the resistance even under biaxial
stretching (fig. S17).
According to Eshelby’s theory, LMPs in an

elastomeric matrix deform their structures
when a strain is applied. This feature allows
much better electromechanical responses from
LMP-based conductors than fromconventional
rigid conductive filler-based conductors (fig.
S18). The electromechanical properties of our
LMPNet conductor result from not only the
deformation of the LMPs but also the struc-
ture of the assembled LMP network. The de-
formation of LMPs is size dependent, with
nanosized LMPnano mimicking the behavior of
solid particles (24). We performed theoretical
simulations and confirmed this size-dependent
deformation of LMPs in the polymer (fig. S19)
(24–26). When LMPNet was stretched, we ob-
served that large LMPs deformed to ellipsoidal
structures and the LMPnano’s between large
LMPs were intact (fig. S1). The dissimilar de-
formation of the LMPs of two different sizes
enables the realization of a mechanically and
electrically resilient percolation network (Fig. 1C).

To understand the impact of the LMPNet

on the mechanical properties, we performed
mechanical tests on three samples: pure PU,
LMP–PU, and LMPNet–PU. In contrast with
rigid conductive fillers, LMP inclusions in PU,
which have zero Young’s modulus, make the
LMP–PU composite softer (fig. S20). However,
the deformation and crack-bridging effect of
the LMP substantially toughen the polymer
matrix (27). We investigated how the LMPnano
affects themechanical properties of the com-
posite. As discussed above, LMPnano behaves
like a solid particle in PU and thus has a
stiffening effect on the PUmatrix (Fig. 2D and
fig. S21). LMPnano also improved the stretch-
ability and toughness of the composite (Fig. 2D)
because of the additional energy dissipation
mechanism facilitated by the reversible as-
sembly of the LMPNet (fig. S22).
The interfacial adhesion problem of LMP

conductorswith rigid electronic chips is severe
in E-PCB. Owing to the low toughness of LMP,
electronic chips are easily delaminated fromcon-
ductive lines by cohesive failurewhen stretched.
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Fig. 3. LMPNet-based E-PCB. (A) Schematic illustration of the circuit line and an
LED array assembled using the LMPNet for a stretchable display. (B) Optical
images of the LED array reading “DMDL” at rest (left) and under 100% strain
(right). (C) Schematic illustration of the circuit lines, VIAs, and electronic
components assembled using the LMPNet for a stretchable health monitoring
system. (D) Optical image showing the operation of a photoplethysmography

(PPG) sensor before and after stretching by 150%. (E) Optical image of the PPG
sensor attached to human skin (left) and the normalized reading of the PPG
sensor as a function of the strain (0, 50, 100, and 150% strain) applied to the
PPG sensor circuit board (right). (F) Optical image of a stand-alone integrated
stretchable electronic system (left) and biaxially stretched electronic system
(right). This system includes 26 VIAs and 38 electronic components.
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Our LMPNet–PU lines afford high interfacial
adhesion energy (596 J/m2) with various engi-
neered surfaces. This can be attributed to the
adhesion properties of PU and efficient energy
dissipation facilitated by the LMPNet (Fig. 2E
and fig. S23). As demonstrated in fig. S24 and
movie S1, a commercial micro–light-emitting
diode (mLED) bonded to LMPNet–PU lines ex-
hibited stable performance under dynamic

deformation even without the aid of an en-
capsulation layer.
One of themajor challenges of the reported

LMP-based conductors is the leakage of the
LM owing to the continuous rupture of LMPs
by mechanical stimuli. For example, upon
scratching or stretching, several LM droplets
emerged from the conductive lines (fig. S8).
By contrast, no LM leakage could be observed

from our LMPNet conductive lines, and no deg-
radation of the electrical properties was noted
upon scotch-taping, scratching, or stretching
the conductive lines (Fig. 2F and fig. S25). The
mechanical robustness of the LMPNet can be
attributed to both the high toughness of the
LMPNet–PU and the relatively small size of the
LMPs. In this study, we used LMPs with an
average size of 2 mmas themain component of
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Fig. 4. LMPNet in various polymers. (A) Young’s modulus of various polymer matrices
used for LMPNet formation. (B) Stress–strain curves of the LMPNet formed in various
polymers (plastic, elastomer, self-healing polymer, silicon-based polymer, fluoropolymer,
and hydrogel); the data reveal that the mechanical properties can be tuned by choosing
an appropriate polymer. (C) Resistance of the LMP–polymer and LMPNet–polymer
composites based on diverse polymer matrices. The LMPNet shows low electrical
resistance (<5 ohms), regardless of the host matrix (n = 4, where n is the number of
samples that are used to generate statistical data). (D) Melting point (top) and resistance
(bottom) of the LMPNet formed from four types of liquid metal alloys with different

compositions; the data demonstrate that various types of metals with low melting points
can also be used to form the LMPNet (n = 4, where n is the number of samples that
are used to generate statistical data). (E) Digital image (top left), optical microscopy
image (top right, bottom left), and thickness profile (bottom right) of a photopatterned
LMPNet. (F) Schematic illustration of various electrodes (left) and their impedance spectra
(right); gold electrode (yellow), dried LMP–hydrogel (gray), dried LMPNet–hydrogel
(red), and swollen LMPNet–hydrogel (blue). Swollen LMPNet–hydrogel exhibits the lowest
impedance owing to the penetration of ions into the hydrogel (left). (G) Optical microscopy
images (top) and digital images (bottom) of a damaged and self-healed LMPNet.
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the LMPNet. In previously reported LMP systems
(14, 15, 19), large LMPs (more than 10 mm) were
used to achieve high conductivity. We exper-
imentally confirmed the LM leakage issue in
the case of an LMPNet with LMP sizes of >5 mm
(fig. S8). Notably, we achieved a high conductivity
of the LMPNet even with 2-mm LMPs (Fig. 2A).
To understand how LMPnano is generated

by an acoustic field, we studiedmultiple possi-
ble mechanisms (figs. S26 to S27). The acous-
tic field can generally be thought to cause a
temperature increase or the collapse of nano-
bubbles on the surface of the printed lines
(28). We did not observe any evolution of the
percolation network when the LMP lines were
annealed at 150°C for 1 day (fig. S28A), indi-
cating that the LMPnano formation is not due
to temperature increase. Further, we could
also exclude the effect of nanobubbles formed
in themedium and their collapse at the water/
line interface through two experiments. If the
network formation is a surface event, a thick-
ness dependence of the LMPNet formation is
expected. However, the LMPNet could be gen-
erated even in a 60-mm-thick filmwith the same
electrical conductivity as that of a 20-mm-thick
film (fig. S29). We covered the LMP lines with
a thick PU film and applied an acoustic field.
We observed the successful formation of the
LMPNet, suggesting that it was not a surface
event (fig. S28B).
We hypothesize that the LMPNet formation

occurs in three distinct steps (Fig. 1A and fig.
S30). First, the acoustic energy is transferred
from the probe sonicator to the composite via
the water medium. Then, the acoustic energy
accumulates at the LMP/polymer/LMP inter-
face. As the polymer is acoustically transpar-
ent, the acoustic wave energy can freely travel
and reach the bottom part of the polymer film
(table S1). By contrast, LMPs have a high
acoustic impedance and mostly reflect the
wave energy. Owing to the large difference in
acoustic impedance between the polymer and
LMP, the wave energy mostly accumulates at
the LMP/polymer/LMP interfaces. We con-
firmed this possibility through finite element
simulation using a simplemodel (fig. S31). The
accumulated acoustic energy starts to form
nanobubbles (cavitation) at the LMP/polymer/
LMP interface. The final step is the genera-
tion of LMPnano from the original LMPs by the
collapse of the nanobubbles (Fig. 1A). That is,
LMPnano is generated directly from the LMPs
without complete rupture of LMPs. This event
occurs inside the LMP–polymer composite,
wherein the LMPs are immobilized. Therefore,
LMPnano forms efficiently and interconnects
the LMPs without moving to other free spaces
in the polymer matrix (fig. S1). Thus, a highly
conductive LMPNet was formed through these
steps, in which large LMPs were compactly
assembled by LMPnano with an interparticle
distance of less than 2 nm (fig. S3B). A similar

outcome can be expected if LMPnano is mixed
with LMPs in the conductive ink. However,
we could not observe any evolution of the
percolation network, which indicated that
LMPnano did not interconnect the LMPs (in-
sulating) (fig. S32).
To realize E-PCB, we confirmed the process-

ability of the LMPNet conductor. Our LMPNet
conductor provides an excellent platform via a
printing process for the fabrication of E-PCB.
We confirmed excellent printability, stretch-
able vertical interconnect accesses (VIAs), and
chip-bonding processes (figs. S33 to S35). As a
proof of concept, we fabricated bi-layer E-PCB
and assembled integrated electronics, includ-
ing a mLED array (Fig. 3, A and B; fig. S36; and
movie S2) and a photoplethysmography (PPG)
sensing wearable device (Fig. 3C and fig. S37).
As shown in Fig. 3, B, D, and E, they can exhibit
stable electrical performance under dynamic
stretching. In addition, we fabricated highly
integrated skin electronics, in which 26 VIAs
and 38 chips were assembled, and confirmed
their robustness under biaxial stretching (Fig.
3F and fig. S38).
Our acoustic field–based LMPNet synthesis

should apply to most polymer matrices. We
successfully formed LMPNet in more than
15 different polymers with various chemical
and mechanical properties (Fig. 4, B and C;
figs. S39 and S40; and table S2). We also con-
firmed the formation of LMPNet using other
LM alloys with differentmelting temperatures
and compositions (Fig. 4D). All the LMPNet
systems exhibited high conductivity, regard-
less of the polymer and LM.
The LMPNet could also be formed in a

photoresist (SU-8), which enabled the high-
resolution patterning of LMPNet conductive
lines (Fig. 4E and fig. S41). We observed un-
usual electrochemical features in a LMPNet–
hydrogel.Weobtained the impedance spectrum
of the LMPNet–hydrogel in the frequency range
1 to 1 × 106 Hz and observed that our LMPNet–
hydrogel electrode exhibits one order of mag-
nitude lower impedance than Au electrodes in
the low-frequency range (Fig. 4F and figs. S42
to S44). This observation results from the high
dual conductivity (electronic and ionic con-
duction) and high surface area of the LMPNet
in thehydrogel. The initial dryLMPNet–hydrogel
was only electronically conductive, whereas
the sample swollen with electrolyte solution
exhibited mixed electron and ion conduc-
tion, leading to extremely low impedance (6).
Considering the biocompatibility of EGaIn
and hydrogel matrix, our LMPNet–hydrogel
can be designed as an implantable electrode.
Moreover,we formed anLMPNet in a self-healing
elastomer (SHE) (Fig. 4C) and investigated
its mechanical and electrical self-healing prop-
erties (29, 30). The LMPNet–SHE could auton-
omously restore its mechanical and electrical
properties when damaged (Fig. 4G).
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Acoustic patterning and fabrication
Liquid metals can be used to form the conductive pathways in a flexible matrix, but this approach requires patterning
of the soft material and sintering of the liquid metal using lasers or mechanical force. Lee et al. used acoustic fields
to assemble a network of liquid metal particles inside a polymer matrix for the fabrication of elastic printed circuit
boards (see the Perspective by Qiao and Tang). Their devices showed high conductivity, high stretchability, strong
adhesiveness, and negligibly small changes in electrical resistance during stretching. Because the acoustic field
strategy is universal, the authors synthesized hydrogels, a self-healing elastomer, and photoresists by combining
various polymers with liquid metals. —MSL
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